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direction is at right angles to the line joining the centres of the spheres.   Show that, if the spheres are initially uncharged, their mutual repulsion will be
-^fl-sf-)  -s(-}5 +......1.      [Math. Tripos, 1900.]
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The force F acting alone would cause a distribution of electricity on each sphere whose surface density is p = ky9 where 4:irak = SF (Art. 406, Ex. 4), and the straight line joining the centres of the two spheres is the axis of x. The potential at any external point of a thin layer of surface density ky placed on a sphere is the y component of the repulsion of a solid sphere, of density ka, (Art. 92). This.                            j |»j
potential, again, is the same as that of a small doublet, or quasi-magnet, whose-                            * ( l!'
moment is a?F placed at the centre with its axis parallel to the axis of y, (Art. 316)..
Such a doublet (strength m, length I), if placed at the centre A of one sphere,. would change the distribution of electricity on the other sphere. By Art. 459, the changes produced by each mass m acts at external points like a second mass, particle m'= -ma/c, placed at the inverse point of the particle m. These form an inverse doublet of strength m' and length Z'=Zaa/c2. This inverse doublet has. therefore a moment -a*F(alcp and is placed at the inverse point of the centre A, with its axis parallel to that of the first doublet.
To find approximately the mutual action of the two spheres, we consider each to-be occupied by two doublets. The force exerted by one broadside doublet on. another is proved in Art. 320 to be X=BMMfjr*. The force exerted by one of the larger doublets on the other is therefore 3a?F2/c*. The force exerted by each large doublet on the opposite small one is 3a?F { - a?F (#/c)3}/?-*, where r=c - a2/c. This when doubled reduces to -6a9jPT2(c2 + 4a2)/c9. The force exerted by one small doublet on the other is of an order higher than the terms given in the enunciation. Adding these together we arrive at the result to be proved.
Ex. 4.    Two spheres  (centres At J3;  -4B=c;   radii a, b) are charged with
electricity and mutually influence each other.    Let /( -) and -/(-)  be the
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potentials of the sphere A at any internal and external point respectively, the point being situated on the line AB (Art. 294).   Prove that/must satisfy the equation
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where h and k are the potentials of the two spheres. If the spheres are in contact, deduce
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where m = b/(a + b) and r/a = I-z.   Prove also that a solution of this functional Cation is                  ./(i-^.
Deduce the potential of the sphere A at any point P not on the axis. See Art. 178. To prove these results, let F be the function corresponding to / for the other sphere. Equate the potentials inside the spheres to h and k. Then eliminate F. See Poisson's two memoirs, Mem. de Vlustitut, <£c., 1811, pages 1 and 163. Also Plana, Mem. de &c. Torino, ser. n. vol. vn., 1845, and vol. xvi., 1854.
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